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In this paper, the basic properties of oriented matroids are examined. A 
topological representation theorem for oriented matroids is proven, utilizing 
the notion of an “arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres.” The duality theorem 
of linear programming is extended to oriented matroids. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The study of matroids was begun by Whitney in [16], where one may see 
how a finite subset of a vector space yields, in a natural way, a matroid. The 
matroids embody a combinatorial presentation of familiar properties of the 
linear dependence relations in such subsets of vector spaces. 
In a vector space over an ordered field one may wish to study the properties 
of positive dependence relations (Davis, [3]). The natural analogue of the 
matroid in this setting is the “oriented matroid.” From a finite subset S of 
such a vector space comes an oriented matroid. From this, in turn, one may 
derive the incidence structure associated with the cones generated by subsets 
of 5’. Certain of these cones may be linear subspaces; indeed, underlying 
each oriented matroid will be an ordinary matroid structure (Theorem 2). 
The definition for oriented matroids used here is taken from unpublished 
notes of Jon Folkman, who died before completing them. Results from his 
notes have been incorporated into this paper and enlarged upon in sections II 
and V. 
In sections II, III, and VI we derive the basic properties of oriented 
matroids. These properties are all well-known for the oriented matroids 
arising from sets in vector spaces; for instance, for such oriented matroids 
Theorem 22 is the duality theorem for linear programming. (See Rockafellar 
PW 
The oriented matroids have been studied also by Bland in his doctoral 
dissertation [l]. He worked from a different definition, but it is the case that 
* Much of this is taken from the doctoral dissertation of the second author; it was 
completed at the University of Washington, where the author held a National Science 
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the oriented matroids he studied are the same as those described here. He 
showed that those satisfying his definition also satisfy Folkman’s, and here 
we shall see that our oriented matroids have his properties. 
Certain classes of oriented matroids had previously been studied. Minty 
[lo] generalized the notion of a “directed graph” to that of a “digraphoid.” 
Digraphoids are easily seen to correspond to (dual pairs of) oriented matroids 
whose underlying matroids are “regular.” 
Rockafellar [12] felt that a broader theory of orientation ought to exist 
which did not require that the underlying matroid be regular. He gave 
examples arising from real vector spaces of what one might mean by an 
“orientation” of a matroid, and presented in this context a number of 
interesting theorems, including the linear programming duality theorem. 
Bland’s presentation closely followed the ideas of Minty and Rockafellar. 
He showed that his oriented matroids have several of the properties given for 
“realizable” oriented matroids by Rockafellar’s theorems. Here we have 
succeeded in showing that Rockafellar’s Theorem 7, the linear programming 
duality theorem, is also valid in the more general framework of oriented 
matroids. This is Theorem 22, below. Thus, analogues of all the theorems in 
Rockafellar’s paper are seen to hold. 
Given a set of n points in a real vector space we can form the “Gale 
transform” of the set to obtain a set of n points corresponding to these in 
another real vector space. (See Grtinbaum [5].) These sets carry “dual” 
oriented matroid structures. Bland’s definition in [1] is in terms of such dual 
pairs, as is Minty’s definition for digraphoids in [lo]. We discuss this duality 
in Chapter III, where the “hull functions” for oriented matroids will be 
described and a class of hull functions forming a common generalization of 
both the oriented and ordinary matroid hull functions will be examined. 
These are the hull functions of the “gatroids.” 
Section IV contains, perhaps, our most interesting result. Here there is the 
description of a means of representing oriented matroids in terms of “arrange- 
ments of pseudohemispheres.” In the two-dimensional case these objects are 
the arrangements of pseudolines, a good discussion of which may be found in 
Grtinbaum [6]. We show that any arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres 
carries the structure of an oriented matroid (Theorem 16), and that from any 
oriented matroid there comes such an arrangement (Theorem 20). Thus we 
establish a correspondence between the oriented matroids and the arrange- 
ments of pseudo-hemispheres. 
Halsey, in his doctoral dissertation [7], was interested in certain complexes 
in the n-cube which could be obtained as the inverse image of the boundary 
of the image of the cube under an orthogonal projection. In trying to describe 
these complexes combinatorially, he discovered a class of complexes whose 
topological duals may be identified with the “simple” arrangements of 
pseudo-hemispheres. He found that there is a natural, bijective correspon- 
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dence between the .simple d-arrangements of 2n pseudo-hemispheres, where d 
is the dimension of the complex, and the simple (n - d)-arrangements of 
2n pseudo-hemispheres. (His terminology was slightly different.) Gur duality 
for oriented matroids may be viewed as an extension of this correspondence, 
as well as an extension of the similar correspondence given for arrangements 
of genuine hyperplanes by McMullen in [9]. 
In Section V we develop a different characterization of the simple oriented 
matroids. This characterization is from Folkman’s notes. 
In this presentation of the oriented matroids, basic properties of matroids 
will be found to be of use, particularly in view of the underlying matroid 
structure associated with an oriented matroid. Good discussions of matroids 
may be found in Tutte [14], Klee [8], Crapo and Rota [2], and in the original 
article by Whitney [16]. Tutte [14] also describes the regular matroids. 
II. CIRCUITS OF ORIENTED MATROIDS 
An involution on a set E is a function *: E + E such that (x*)* = x, for 
each element x of E. If also x* # x, for each element x of E, then the involu- 
tion is said to befixed-point free. If * is an involution on E and S is a subset 
of E, then the set (x* 1 x ES} will be denoted by S*. 
A clutter of subsets of a set E is a collection %’ of subsets of E such that if 
A and B are in V with A C B, then A = B. 
An oriented matroid is a triple (E, V, *), where E is a finite set, V is a 
collection of non-empty subsets of E, and * is a fixed-point free involution 
on E, such that: 
(1) V is a clutter; 
(2) IfSE~thenS*EVandSnS*= 0; 
(3) IfS,To%,xXSST*,andS#T*,thenthereisasetCE%’with 
CC (S u T) N {x, x*}. We call the sets in Q the circuits of the oriented 
matroid (E, V, *). 
Suppose that E is a finite set of non-zero vectors in a vector space over an 
ordered field, and suppose E = -E. Such a set is endowed with the structure 
of an oriented matroid in the following way. For x in E let x* = -x. Let ke 
be the collection of subets C of E, minimal (with respect to set inclusion) 
such that: 
(a) CnC* = 0; 
(b) There exist positive real numbers (Y# (s E C) such that CsEC ar,s = 0. 
That is, a subset C of E is in V if and only if it is the vertex set of a simplex 
containing the origin in its relative interior but is not of the form {u, -u}. 
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THEOREM 1. The triple (E, 9?, *) is an oriented matroid. 
17 The first two conditions of the definition are obviously satisfied. In order 
to verify the third, it is convenient to have the following notions. A relation 
on E is a real-valued function p on E such that COEE p,x = 0. The relation is 
positiue if pr is nonnegative for each x in E. Its support is the set {x E E 1 pz: # O}. 
A positive relation is minimal if its support is non-empty and properly 
contains the support of no other such positive relation. Obviously two 
minimal positive relations have the same support if and only if they differ 
by a scalar multiple; and any non-zero positive relation may be written as a 
sum of minimal positive relations. 
Now, suppose S and Tare in 97, x is in S n T*, and S # T*. Since S and T 
are in V, S and T are the supports of minimal positive relations 01 and /I. We 
may choose the relations 01 and /? so that IX% = j?,, = 1 by taking appropriate 
scalar multiples. Let p be the function on E with ps = LY~ + /Is ifs is neither 
x nor x*, and ps = 0 ifs is x or x*. Then p is a positive relation, since: 
SE (PJ) = ,E;,z) (w) + sGT;a*) (Bss) = s; (w) + sg (b> = 0, 
S is not contained in T*, so there is an element y of S - T*. Then py = oly > 0 
since y is in the support of cy but not of /3, so p is non-zero. We may write: 
P =Pl+pz+“‘+fh, 
where the pi’s are minimal positive relations. At least one of the pi’s, say p1 , 
is positive on y. Then the support C of p1 cannot be of the form {u, -u}, 
since -y cannot be in it. Therefore C is in V, and: 
y~CC(su T)-(x) x*}. 
Hence (E, $7, *) is an oriented matroid. 0 
Actually, the proof shows somewhat more than the definition requires; 
namely: 
(3’) If S and T are in +?, x ES n T*, and y E S N T*, then there is a 
circuit C with: 
y E C C (S u T) - {x, x*}. 
This is true for all oriented matroids arising in the way described above. We 
shall see that it is, in fact, true for any oriented matroid. (This is Theorem 4.) 
Oriented matroids that may arise as in Theorem 1 will be called realizable 
oriented matroids. We shall see that many properties of the realizable 
oriented matroids are shared by all oriented matroids. 
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It is well-known that any finite subset of a vector space is endowed with 
the structure of a matroid (Whitney [16]; Tutte [14]). If E is a finite set of 
non-zero vectors in a vector space over an ordered field, with E = -E, and 
(E, %, *) is the oriented matroid arising from this set, then it is possible to 
describe the matroid associated with this set in terms of the oriented matroid 
structure. We show now that the analogous construction in any oriented 
matroid yields a matroid. 
Let B = (E, 97, *) be an oriented matroid. For elements x of E, let 
X = (x, x*}. For subsets S of E let S be the set {X I x ES], and let 4 = 
{C / C E U>. The pair (E, @) will be called the underlying matroid of 0. We 
will prove that it is actually a matroid; i.e., that: 
(1) 5? is a clutter of non-empty subsets of E; 
and: 
(2) IfS,TE%?,XESnT,andS#~,thenthereisasetC~@with 
CC(S u T)-{P}. 
First, we need a lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose (E, %‘, *) is an oriented matroid. Suppose S and T are 
circuits with SC T U T*. Then either S = T or S = T*. 
lJ Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a circuit T for which we can find 
a circuit S C T u T* with S # T and S # T*. Let such a circuit S be chosen 
with 1 S n T* 1 as small as possible. 1 S n T* / # 0 since otherwise we would 
have S C T. Let x be an element of S n T*. Since S # T*, there is a circuit 
C contained in (S u T) N {x, x*}. This circuit C can be neither T nor T* 
since it contains neither x nor x*. But: 
Cn T* C(Sn T*) -{x}, 
so that: 
ICnT*I<ISnT*j. 
This cannot be the case, since I S n T* I was to be minimal, so no such 
circuit T can exist, and the lemma is established. 0 
THEOREM 2. If (E, %, *) is an oriented matroid then the underlying matroid 
(E, @) is, indeed, a matroid. 
0 It is immediate from the lemma that 0 is a clutter of subsets of E. 
Now suppose A, B E g, x E E with X E A n B, and A # B. Circuits S and 
T of the oriented matroid may be chosen so that A = 3, B = T, x E S, and 
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x* E T. Then .Y ES n T* and, since s # ??, S # T*. Therefore there is a 
circuit C with: 
CC (S u T) -{x, x*}. 
ThenCE@andCC(AuB)-{,%}. 0 
Suppose, again, that (E, V, *) is an oriented matroid arising from a 
subset E of a vector .space over an ordered field. If A C E and x E E, then x is 
in the conical hull of A if and only if x is already in A or there is a circuit 
C with: 
(*) x* E cc A u {x*}. 
For A C E, let h(A) be the union of the set A and {x E E 1 there is a circuit C 
such that (*) holds}. Then for realizable oriented matroids: 
(1) A C h(A), for each subset A of E; 
(2) h(A) C h(B) if A C B; 
and 
(3) W(4) = &o 
Clearly the first two conditions also hold if h is defined similarly for an 
oriented matroid that is not realizable. The third also holds, but is not so 
immediate. That this is true is Theorem 5 below. First we need some other 
results. 
LEMMA. Suppose (E, 27, *) is an oriented matroid. Suppose S and T are 
circuits, p E T C (p> u S, and S n T # O. Then there is a circuit C with 
~*ECC{~*}USM~~~SCTUC. 
0 Let z be an element of S n T = T - {p}. Then there is a circuit C1 
contained in (S u T*) -{z, z*>. C, n T* has fewer elements than T*, 
since z* is not in C, . 
Let C be a circuit chosen so that C n T* has as few elements as possible, 
with: 
(a) CCSu T* u {p>; 
(b) C # S, C # T. 
Since C, satisfies (a) and (b), C can have no more elements than C1 ; therefore 
C # T*. 
Suppose there is an element x other than p* contained in the set C n T*. 
Then there is a circuit C,, that is contained in the set (C u T> - {x, x*}. Then 
C,, is contained in the set S u T* U {p}. x* is in S and in T but not in C,, , 
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so CO is neither S nor T. But C,, n T* is contained in (C n T*) - {x}, so 
C,, n T* has fewer elements than C n T*. This cannot be the case, so 
C n T* C (p*>; i.e., CC S u (p, p*}. 
Suppose p E C. Then p E C n T and C # T, so there is circuit D with 
DC(CuT*)-{p,p*}.ThenDCSuS*,soD=SorD=S*. 
D # 27, since otherwise SC C u T*; i.e., SC C. This cannot be the case 
since C # S. 
Suppose D = S. Then S* C C u T*. Then S* C T*. This cannot be 
the case. 
Therefore p $ C, sop* E CC S u {p*}. 
Now, (p*} = C n T* and C # T*, so there is a circuit contained in 
(C u 7’) - {p, p*} C S. Since V is a clutter, this circuit must equal S, and 
SCTuC. 0 
THEOREM 3. Let (E, Gf, *) be an oriented matroid, p E E, and {p} 4 %. 
Let WO = {C E W 1 C C E - {p, p*}}. Let Q, be the collection of all minimal 
sets D contained in E - {p, p*} f or which there is a set C e V with D = 
C -{p, p*}. Then both (E - {p, p*}, W,, , *) and (E -{p, p*}, WI, *) are 
oriented matroids. 
0 It is obvious that (E - {p, p*>, VO , *) is an oriented matroid, so we 
verify only that (E - (p, p*}, ??I , *) is an oriented matroid. 
The collection V1 is a clutter of non-empty sets since its elements are the 
minimal elements in another collection of non-empty sets. 
IfSo%lthenS= C-{p,p*)forsomecircuitCo%‘,soS* = C* -{p,p*}, 
and S* is also a minimal set of this form. Therefore S* E 55, . Clearly 
SnS*= 0. 
Finally, suppose S and T are in V1 , xESnT*,andS#T*.LetS= 
U N {p, p*} and T = V - {p, p*>, where U and Vare in Q. Then x E U n V*, 
and U # I/*. There is a circuit C in V contained in (U u V) - (x, x*}. Then 
C - {p, p*> contains some element of %I , which is contained in (S u T) - 
{p, p*}, as required. cl 
We will say that (E -{p, p*}, Q, , *) arises from (E, V, *) be deletion of 
(p, p*}, and that the oriented matroid (E -{p, p*}, V, , *) arises by 
contraction of {p, p*}. If (E, V, *) arises as in Theorem 1, so that E is in a 
vector space over an ordered field, then the deletion of (p, p*> gives rise to 
the oriented matroid determined by the set E - (p, p*} in the vector space, 
while the contraction corresponds to the oriented matroid determined by the 
orthogonal projection of E N {p, p*} to the orthogonal complement of the 
line through the points p and p*. 
THEOREM 4. If (E, V, *) is an oriented matroid, S and T are circuits, 
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x~Sn T*,andy~S- T*, then there is a circuit C with y E CC (S u T) - 
ix, x*>. 
q Suppose this is false. Pick an oriented matroid (E, %?, *), so that E has 
as few elements as possible, in which the theorem fails, for some choice of 
S, T, x, and y. Let U be a circuit contained in (S u T) N {x, x*}. There is an 
element p of U with neither p nor p* in T, since otherwise UC T v T*. 
p is in S -{x, x*}. p # y* since y* $ SV T. Since we have assumed the 
theorem does not hold here, y cannot be in U, sop is not y. 
Let (4 , VI , *) be the contraction of (E, %?, *) at {p, p*}. T contains 
some element of g1 , so there is an element V of 9? with V - {p, p*} E V, 
and V - {p, p*} C T. By the lemma, we may assume x* is in V. The set 
S -{p} must itself be in V, . Then x is in S -{p} and in (V - (p, p*j)*; 
y is in S - {p} but not in (V - {p, p*>)*. 
Since El has fewer elements than E, there must be an element W -{p, p*} 
of VI 3 where W is in V, with y E W -{p,p*), and with W -(p, p*} 
contained in the set: 
(S -{p>) u (V - (P, P*>) - k x*>* 
We cannot have WC (S u T) - {x, x*}, sop* E W. 
Let (E,, , qO, *) be the oriented matroid derived from (E, g, *) by 
deletion of {x, x*}. Then U and W are contained in E, , and are therefore 
elements of V,, . p E U (7 W* and y is in W - U*. Therefore there is a circuit 
R of g0 (and thus in %) with yERC(Uu W)-(p,p*}. But (Uu W)- 
{p, p*} is a subset of (S u 7’) -lx, x*). It follows that R is a circuit satis- 
fying the requirements of our theorem, contrary to the assumption that there 
was no such circuit. 0 
Let (E, 9?, *) be an oriented matroid. For each subset A of E let h(A) = 
A u {x E E 1 there is a circuit C with x* in C and with C contained in 
A u {x*}}. 
THEOREM 5. h(h(A)) = h(A), for each subset A of E. 
0 Clearly h(A) C h(h(A)). 
Suppose y is not in h(A). We must show that y is not in h(h(A)). Let A4 be a 
maximal set such that: 
(a) A C A4 C h(A); 
and 
(b) y is not in h(M). 
The set A satisfies (a) and (b), so there is such a maximal set. 
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Suppose A4 # h(A). Then there is an element x in h(A) but not in M. Then 
x is in h(A), but not in A, so there is a circuit T with x* E T C A u {x*3. 
Note that x is in h(A) and y is not in h(A), so y # a-. 
By the choice of M, y E h(M u (x}) NM. There is a circuit S with 
y* E S C M u {x, y*}. x E S, since otherwise we would have y E h(M). 
Then x E S n T* and y* ES - T*. There is a circuit C with y* in C and 
with C contained in (S u T) - {x, x*}, but this is contained in M U {y*}. 
This cannot be the case, since y is not in h(M), so it must be the case that 
714 = h(A), and y is not in the set h(M) = h@(A)). [? 
The function h will be called the hull function for the oriented matroid 
(E, %?, *). A characterization of such hull functions will be given in the next 
section. 
III. HULL FUNCTIONS 
Let E be a finite set. Let P(E) denote the collection of all subsets of E. A 
bumper function b for E is a function b: P(E) + P(E) which satisfies: 
(1) A C b(A), for each subset A of E; 
and: 
(2) If A C B then b(A) C b(B). 
The pair (E, b) is called a bumpered set. 
The bumper function is called a hull function if it also satisfies: 
(3) b(b(A)) = b(A), for each subset A of E. 
The following theorem provides a characterization of hull functions that will 
prove useful. 
THEOREM 6. If (E, b) is a bumpered set then b is a hull function if and 
only ifi 
(3’) If q E b(A u {p}) andp E b(A), then q E b(A). 
0 Suppose that (E, b) does not satisfy (3). Let M be a maximal subset of 
E with b(b(A4)) # b(M). Then b(b(M)) properly contains b(M), and b(M) 
properly contains M. Choose elements p and q, with p in b(M) but not in M, 
and q in b(b(M)) but not in b(M). Then q is in b(b(M u {p})) = b(M u {p}) 
and p is in b(M), but q is not in b(M). Therefore (3’) is not satisfied. 
Suppose that (E, b) satisfies (3). Suppose p E b(A) and q E b(A u {p}). Then 
q E b(b(A)) = b(A), and (3’) is satisfied. 0 
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Let (E, b) be a bumpered set and let * be an involution on E. Then the 
triple (E, b, *) is called an involuted bumpered set if: 
(4) For p E E with p # p*, if p E b(A u (p”}) then p E b(A). 
For instance, if (E, V, *) is an oriented matroid and h is its hull function then 
it is obvious that (E, h, *) is an ivoluted bumpered set. 
THEOREM 7. Let (E, b, *) be an involuted bumpered set. For any subset A 
of E, let &(A) = A u (x E E I x* is not in* the set b(E - (A u (x*>))>. Then 
(E, 6, *) is an involuted bumpered set, and b = b. 
c] Condition (1) is clearly satisfied. 
If A C B then {x E E [ x* $ b(E - (A u (x*}))} is contained in 
ix E E I x* $ W - (B u {x*>))>, 
so the second condition is satisfied and (E, b) is a bumpered set. 
Suppose p* fp and p E $(A u {p*}). If p E A then p E 6(A). Suppose 
p $ A. Since p E 6(A U {p*}), p* is not in b(E N (A u {p*})). But then 
p~&A).*Condition (4) is satisfied, and (E, 6, *) is an involuted bumpered set. 
That b = b is obvious when one notes that b is the bumper function such 
that, if A U B U {p, p*} is a disjoint union, = E, p E b(A) if and only if 
P* I g(B). •I 
The involuted bumpered set (E, 6, *) is called the dual of (E, b, *). We 
shall soon see that if (E, b, *) arises from an oriented matroid, then so does its 
dual; then both b and 6 will be hull functions. 
If (E, b) is a bumpered set andp E E then the function b, such that b,,(A) = 
b(A) - {p} for each set A C E N {p} is also a bumper function. The pair 
(E N {p}, b,) is the elementary minor of (E, b) obtained by deletion of p. 
If bI is the function such that b,(A) = b(A u (p]) -(p) for each subset 
A of E - {p}, then the bumpered set (E - {p], b,) is the elementary minor 
of (E, b) obtained by contraction of p. 
A minor of (E, b) is any pair (E,, , b,), where there is a set CC E - E, 
with b,,(A) = b(C U A) - C for each subset A of E, . If E = E,, u C U D is 
a disjoint union, this minor is obtained from (E, b) by deletion of D and 
contraction of C. (E, b) is a minor of itself, and any other minor of (E, b) 
may be obtained as an elementary minor of some minor of (E, b). 
If (E, b, *) is an involuted bumpered set and if (E, , b,) is a minor with 
E,, = EO*, then (E,, , b, , *) is also an involuted bumpered set. If p E E 
there are four possibilities for such involuted minors on E - (p, p*>. We 
may delete p and p*, delete p and contract p*, delete p* and contract p, or 
contract both. Each involuted minor so obtained, being an involuted 
bumpered set, will have a dual; this dual will be a minor of the dual of 
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(E, b, *) which can be obtained from (E, 6, *) by switching the operations 
of deletion and contraction used to obtain the minor of (E, b, *). For 
instance, if (E -{p, p*>, b,, , *) is obtained from (E, b, *) by deleting p 
and contracting p*, then (E - {p, p*>, 6, , *) can be obtained from (E, 6, *) 
by contracting p and deleting p*. 
If (E, b, *) is an involuted bumpcred set then Theorem 6 insures that b is a 
hull function if and only if (E, b, *) fails to have certain involuted minors on 
sets E,, of the form (p, p*, q, q*}. Since minors of (E, 6, *) are duals of 
minors of (E, b, *), there is a similar condition on minors of (E, b, *) that 
insures that 6 is a hull function. This is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Let (E, b, *) be an intloluted bumpered set. Then 6 is a hull 
function if and only 13 
(5) Ifq E WA ” {P*>) -b(A), then P E b((A ” {q*l) -{PI). 
0 Suppose 6 is a hull function. Suppose A C E with: 
(a> q E K-4 u {P*>); 
and 
We must show: 
(4 P E b((A ” (q*H - {PI). 
Suppose not. Let B = E - (A u {p*, q*}). Since (c) does not hold, 
p* E &B n {p}), and therefore p* E 6(B). From (b) it follows that q* E 
6(B n {p*}). Therefore q* E 6(B), since 6 is a hull function. But then (a) 
cannot hold. 
Suppose b satisfies (5). We must show that 6 is a hull function. Suppose 
p E &A u (q}) and q E &A). We must show that p E 6(A). 
Suppose not. We may assume p* E A. Let B = E - (A u {p, q}). Then 
since p $ 6(A), p* E b(B u (4)). Since p E 6(A u {q}) but not in A u {q} C 
~(AJ u {q}, p* # b(B). Since q E 6(A) - A, q* $ b((B u {p}) - {q*}). This 
cannot be the case, since (5) holds. 0 
An involuted bumpered set (E, h, *) will be called a gatroid (generalized 
matroid) if both h and /; are hull functions; i.e., if h is a hull function and 
(E, h, *) satisfies condition (5). In case the involution on E fixes each element 
of E, these conditions reduce to the usual definition of a matroid in terms of 
its hull function, condition (5) reducing to the exchange axiom. Such gatroids 
will sometimes be called ordinary. Gatroids will sometimes be called ordinary. 
Gatroids in which no point is left fixed by the involution will be called 
oriented. Condition (5) will be called the exchange axiom for gatroids. 
If (E, %, *) is an oriented matroid and h is its hull function, then (E, h, *) 
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is easily seen to satisfy the exchange axiom, so (E, h, *) is an oriented 
gatroid. In such a gatroid we have, for any subset A of E, h(A*) = h(A)*. 
Any gatroid for which this is true will be called symmetric. Soon we will 
see that the symmetric, oriented gatroids are precisely the ones that come 
from oriented matroids. The map that takes the oriented matroid (E, %, *) 
to the symmetric, oriented gatroid (E, h, *), where h is the hull function of 
the oriented matroid, is a bijection. 
First, we give a decomposition theorem for the symmetric gatroids. The 
following lemma will be required. 
LEMMA. Suppose (E, h, *) is a gatroid, A C E, p E h(A u {qj), p # p*, 
and q = q*. Then p E h(A). 
0 Suppose not. Then, by the exchange axiom, q is in the set h((A u {p*}) - 
(4)). Then h(A u (p*}) contains q, so h(A u {p*}) contains h(A u (4)). 
Therefore p E h(A u {p*}), so p E h(A), contradicting the assumption. 0 
Suppose that (El , b, , *) and (E, , b, , *) are involuted bumpered sets, 
with El and E, disjoint. For subsets A of E, where E = El u E2 , let: 
b(A) = b,(A n El) u b,(A n Ez). 
Then (E, b, *) is an involuted bumpered set, called the free join of the two 
bumpered sets. 
THEOREM 9. Let (E, h, *) be a symmetric gatroid. Then (E, h, *) is the 
free join of a symmetric, ordinary gatroid and a symmetric, oriented gatroid. 
0 Let E,={xEE~x#x*}. Let E,={xEEIx=x*}. For ACE, 
(i = 1 or 2) let hi(A) = h(A) n Ei . Then (E, h, , *) is the minor obtained 
from (E, h, *) by deleting E - Ei . Therefore, (E, hi, *) is a symmetric 
gatroid. It is oriented if i = 1 and it is ordinary if i = 2. We will show that 
the gatroid (E, h, *) is the free join of these two gatroids. 
Obviously E = El u E, . It is also clear that we have the inclusion: 
h(A) 3 h,(A n Ed u MA n &), 
for each subset A of E. It is necessary only to verify the reverse inclusion. 
Suppose p E h(A), and p # p*. It is immediate from the lemma that if 
M is a minimal subset of A with p E h(M) then M is contained in E, . There- 
fore p E h(A n E,), as required. 
Now suppose p E h(A) with p = p*. We must show that p is in h(A n El). 
Let B be a minimal subset of A with p in h(B u B*). Suppose q E B with 
q # q*. Then p is in h(B u B*) but not in h((B u B*) N (q, q*}). Either: 
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(a> P E h((B u B*) - (41) - h((B u B*) - (4, q*l), 
or: 
(b) p’ E h(B u B*) - h((B u B*) - (4)). 
In either case it follows from the exchange axiom and symmetry that 
(4, q*l C W u B* u {PI) - {q, q*)). BY the lemma, {q, q*) C h((B u B*) - 
{q, q*}). This cannot be the case, since then p E h((B w(q)) u (B N {q})*). 
Therefore B = B* C A n El , and p E h(A n El). 0 
Let (E, h, *) be a symmetric oriented gatroid. Let V? be the collection of 
minimal subsets C of E with the following properties: 
(1) C#@andCnC*= o; 
and 
(2) c* c h(C). 
V is the set of circuits of (E, h, *). If h is the hull function for an oriented 
matroid it is obvious that V is precisely the set of circuits of this oriented 
matroid. We will show below that if (E, h, *) and V are as we have it here 
then (E, %, *) will always be an oriented matroid. This is Theorem 11. Some 
other results will be useful. 
LEMMA. Let (E, h, *) be a gatroid. Supposep # p*, q # q*, p E h(A u {q}), 
andp E h(A u {q*}). Then p E h(A). 
0 Suppose not. Then p E h(A u (q*}) - h(A), so q is in h(A u {p*}). But 
then h(A U {p*}) contains h(A U {q)), and p E h(A u {p*}). But then 
h(A u {p*}) contains h(A U {q}), andp E h(A u (p*}). This meansp E h(A). q 
LEMMA. Let (E, h, *) be a gatroid. Suppose p # p*, q # q*, and 
p E h(A U {q, q*}). Then p E h(A U {q}) or p E h(A u {q*}). 
0 This lemma is dual to the preceding one. In any nontrivial case, we 
may choose a set B so that E is the union of the pair-wise disjoint sets 
A, B, and {p, p*, q, q*}. That p is in h(A U {q, q*}) is, in the dual gatroid, 
simply that p is not in h(B). Therefore, p fails to be in at least one of the sets 
h(B u {q}) and h(B u {q*)), by the lemma. This is clearly equivalent to the 
desired conclusion. 0 
LEMMA. Supposep E h(S) -S.ThenthereisasetTwithp*~TCS~(p*} 
such that T*Ch(T)andTn T* # O. 
0 Let TO be a minimal subset of S with p E h(T,). Let T = TO u {p*}. 
If q E T,, then p E h(T,) - h(T, - {q}), so by the exchange axiom q* E h(T). 
Therefore T* C h(T). 
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Clearly p* $ T, . Suppose TO contains elements u and u*. Then, by the 
preceding lemma, p E h(T, - (u}) or p E h(T, - {u*>), contradicting the 
minimality of T,, . Therefore T n T* = 0. [? 
THEOREM 10. Let (E, h, *) be a symmetric, oriented gatroid. Suppose 
p E E and S is a minimal subset of E satisfying: 
(a) PESNS*; 
and 
(b) P* E h(S). 
Then S is a circuit of the gatroid. 
q Suppose this is not correct. Pick a symmetric, oriented gatroid (E, h, *), 
S, and p, with E having as few elements as possible, so that the conditions, 
but not the conclusion, of the theorem are satisfied. Note that S n S* must 
be empty. 
If UES -{p} then p* E h(S) - h(S -{u}), by the minimality of S, so 
U* E h(S). Therefore S* C h(S). We must show that if T is a proper subset 
of S, with T # 0, then T* is not contained in h(T). For this it will suffice 
to show that, given any element q of S - {p}, q* is not in h(S - {p}), for p 
cannot be in such a set T. 
For A C E N (q, q*), let: 
h&4 = W ” (4, q*H - (9, q*l- 
Then (E - {q, q*}, h, , *) is the symmetric, oriented gatroid obtained by 
contracting q and q*. E - {q, q*} has fewer elements than E, so the theorem 
holds here. 
Let R = S -{q}. Then: 
(a) PER-R*; 
and 
(b) P* E ho@). 
Suppose U is contained in R properly. Then p* 4 h(U u {q}), if p E U, 
since then U U {q} is contained in S properly, and must fail to satisfy one of 
the conditions. Also, p* cannot be in h(U u {q*}), since this is contained in 
h(S - (4)). Therefore, by a lemma, p* 4 h(U u (q, q*}), so p* 4 h,(U). It 
follows that R is a minimal set satisfying (a) and (b), so it is a minimal 
non-empty set with R* C h,(R). 
Suppose q* E h(S -{p)). Let T be a minimal subset of S -(p> with 
q* E h(T). T is non-empty, since if q* were in h(m), then, by symmetry, q 
would be in h( o), sop* wouldbein h(S-{q}). If UE Tthen I(* E h((T- (u)) u 
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(4)). By the preceding lemma T u {q} contains a non-empty subset Y such 
that V* C h(V). If W = V - {q}, W* C h,(W). This is contrary to the 
minimality of R, since WC R - {p}. This cannot be the case. Therefore 
q* 4 h(S N {p)), and the theorem is established. 0 
This theorem has two important corollaries. 
COROLLARY. Let S be a subset of E, and suppose, for each element p of 
S, p* E h(S N (p*>). Then S is the union of circuits. 
0 For p E S let T be a minimal subset of S - (p*} with p* E h(T) and 
PET- T*. By the theorem, T is a circuit. Then for each element p of S 
there is a circuit T with p E T C S. 0 
COROLLARY. Let A be a subset of E with h(A) = A and A # E. Then A is 
the intersection of maximal such sets. 
0 This is dual to the preceding corollary. The set A satisfies the properties 
h(A) = A and A # E if and only if, in the dual symmetric, oriented gatroid, 
the set S = E - A is nonempty and has the property that for each p in S, p * 
is included in the set h(S - {p*j). 0 
We are now in a position to establish that the triples (E, Q, *) will indeed 
be oriented matroids, for any symmetric, oriented gatroid (E, h, *). 
THEOREM 11. Let (E, h, *) be a symmetric, oriented gatroid. Let %? be the 
set of circuits of (E, h, *). Then (E, Qf, *) is an oriented matroid. 
0 V is a clutter of non-empty subsets of E. Clearly, if C E 55’ then C* E Q 
andCr\C*= la. 
Suppose S and Tare in V, x E S f? T*, and S # T*. Let y be an element of 
S - T*. Then x E h(T - {x*}) and x* E h(S N {x}), so: 
h((S u T) -ix, x*}) = h(S u T). 
Therefore y* E h((S u T) -{x, x*}). If C is a minimal subset of (S u 7’) N 
{x, x*} with y E C and y* E h(C) then, by Theorem 10, C is a circuit. 
YE CC(Su T) -{x, x*>. 0 
The following theorem will complete our description of the correspondence 
between the oriented matroids and the symmetric, oriented gatroids. 
THEOREM 12. Let (E, h, *) be a symmetric oriented gatroid with circuits Q. 
Let g be the hull function for the oriented matroid (E, %‘, *). Then g = h. 
0 If A is a subset of E we must show that g(A) = h(A). Suppose that x is 
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an element of g(A). If it is in A then, of course, it is in h(A). If it is not in A 
then there must be a circuit C with s* E C C A u {x*}. Then: 
x E c* c h(C -{x*1) c h(A). 
Suppose x E h(A) - A. Then there is a circuit S with .x* ES C A u {A-*}, 
by Theorem 10. Therefore, x E g(A). 0 
It follows from the results established that the correspondences we have 
described are bijective. The mapping that gives, for an oriented matroid 
(E, V, *) with hull function h, the symmetric, oriented gatroid (E, h, *) is 
the inverse of the mapping that gives, for a symmetric, oriented gatroid, the 
oriented matroid with the same circuits. 
By the dual of an oriented matroid (E, V, *), with hull function h, we will 
mean the oriented matroid (E, G?, *), where %? is the set of circuits of (E, A, *). 
The following is a generalization of Minty’s “colored arc lemma.” It was 
proven by Rockafellar in [12] for the realizable oriented matroids. Bland [I] 
has already proven that it is true for oriented matroids, but we will find it 
convenient to have it here in order to show that our oriented matroids are 
in fact the same as those of Bland. 
THEOREM 13. Let (E, 97, *) be an oriented matroid with dual (E, 9, *). 
Suppose p E E, and that A and B are disjoint subsets of E - {p, p*} with 
A u B v (p, p*} = E. Then exactly one of the following holds: 
(a) There is C E V with p E C C A u (p>; 
(b) There is D E 5? with p* E D C B u {p*}. 
0 Let h and R be the corresponding hull functions. The theorem follows 
at once from the observation that it is equivalent to the statement that 
p* E h(A) if and only if p is not in h(B). [7 
THEOREM 14. Let (E, %?, *) be an oriented matroid, with dual (E, @, *). 
Let (E, @) and (i?, #) be the underlying matroids. Suppose p E E, and A and B 
are disjoint subsets of i? w(j) with A u B u { j} = i?. Then exactly one 
holak 
(a) ThereisCE@withpECCAu{p}; 
(b) There is D E d with p E D C B u { p}. 
0 This follows immediately from Theorem 13 by taking for A the set 
(x E E 1 X E A}, for B the set (x E E / F E B}, and p such that @ = {p, p*}. FJ 
It is an immediate consequence of this theorem that the matroids (E, @ 
and (E, %?) are dual. 
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Bland [I] has given an axiomatization for dual pairs of oriented matroids. 
Using our terminology this may be given in the following conditions, in 
terms of the rltuple (E, g, Q?, *): 
(a) V and 4 are collections of subsets of E such that if A and B are 
inV(or,in@andACBUB*,thenA=BorA=B*; 
(b) (E, p) and (E, 3) are dual matroids: 
and 
(c) If CEv and DE@ then if CnDf 0, C*nD# 0. 
He has shown that, given such a 4-tuple, (E, V, *) and (E, @, *) are (dual) 
oriented matroids. We have seen already that if these are dual oriented 
matroids, then the Ctuple (E, g, 9?, *) satisfies (a) and (b). The following 
theorem shows that it also satisfies (c), completing the demonstration that 
the two kinds of oriented matroids are the same. 
THEOREM 15. Let (E, %, *) and (E, %?, *) be dual oriented matroids. 
SupposeCE%?andDE@. ThenifCnDf a,C*nD# 0. 
0 Suppose C* n D = 0. Let h be the hull function for the oriented 
matroid (E, V, *). C* C E -D, so: 
CCh(C*)Ch(E-D) = E-D. 
Therefore, C n D = o. 0 
IV. ARRANGEMENTS OF PSEUDO-HEMISPHERES 
Let (E, V, *) be the oriented matroid arising from a subset E of the real 
vector space Rd, as in Theorem 1. It is convenient here to view such realizable 
oriented matroids in a different way. 
Let 9-l be the unit sphere centered at the origin in Rd. For p E E let 
o(p) = {x E Sd-l 1 x . p > 0}, so that u(p) is a closed hemisphere in Sd-l. 
The circuits C E V may now be described as the minimal non-empty subsets C 
of E with C n C* = % and UPEC a(p) = 3-l. 
By an arrangement of hemispheres we mean a collection [ of finitely many 
closed hemispheres in Sd-l such that if s E 5 then also -s E 5. Any such 
arrangement yields an oriented matroid (5, V, *) if we take s* = -s for 
s E 5 and if G? is the collection of minimal subsets C of f with: 
(1) C# % andCnC*= %; 
and 
(2) US& s = F-1. 
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Let ([, %?‘, *) be such an oriented matroid. Its hull function h is easy to 
describe. Ifs E [ then s E h(A) if and only ifs contains nzeA x. 
By considering minors of such oriented matroids, one gets a large class of 
oriented gatroids which are not symmetric. Let e be an arrangement of 
hemispheres in S-l and let R be a subset of S-l which is the intersection of 
finitely many hemispheres of S-r. For A C 5 let h(A) = {s E .$I s contains 
the set R n (n., t)}. Then (c, h, *) is such a gatroid. 
Many interesting results concerning arrangements of hemispheres may be 
derived from the results of Shannon in [13], where arrangements of hyper- 
planes in projective space are studied. 
It is possible to derive oriented matroids from objects topologically 
similar to arrangements of hemispheres. In fact, one can represent any 
oriented matroid as that arising from some such “arrangement of pseudo- 
hemispheres.” 
A topological cell complex (Whitehead [ 151) is a triple (X, P, q~), where P is 
a finite partially ordered set with a least element, denoted by 0, X is a Haus- 
dorff topological space, and v is a function from P to subsets of X, such that: 
(1) do) = 0; 
(2) If c and d are in P with c # d then v(c) n v(d) = o ; 
(3) IfcisinPthenU d(c q(d) is homeomorphic to a closed ball whose 
interior is v(c) and whose boundary is IJdcc y(d). 
Note that if (X, P, v) and (Y, Q, ) T are topological cell complexes with 
P = Q, then X and Y may be identified by a homeomorphism in such a way 
that the complexes are also identified. 
A closed subcomplex of (X, P, v) is a triple (Y, Q, T), where Y is a closed 
subset of X, Q is a subset of P such that if a E Q and b E P with b < a, then 
b E Q, T is the restriction of y to Q, and Y = UacO T(U). 
An arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres is a topological cell complex 
(X, P, v), where X is a sphere provided with an Involutive homeomorphism * 
without fixed-points, together with a collection [ of closed sub-complexes 
each homeomorphic to a ball of the same dimension as X, such that: 
(1) Ifs E 5 then s* E 5 and s n s* is the sphere bounding each; 
(2) If A C 5 with A = A* then nsEA s is empty or a sphere; if also 
t E .$ then either t 3 flsEA s or t A (fisaA s) is a closed ball; 
and 
(3) If p E P then IJaGp (p(q) is the intersection of elements of [. 
We will show that any such arrangement .$ determines an oriented matroid 
(f, V, *), where V is the collection of minimal subsets C, called circuits, of 4 
such that: 
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(a) C# %,andCnC*= (d; 
and 
(b) Usoc s = x. 
This will be Theorem 16. First, we need three lemmas. 
LEMMA. Let t be an arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres. Suppose A C E. 
Then the set V = X - (UsEa s) is connected, or empty. 
0 Let A = {sl , s2 ,a.., s,]. We proceed by induction on n, noting that 
for n = 1 the result holds, since then V is homeomorphic to Rd. Suppose 
n > 1, and that the result is valid for sets of smaller cardinality. In particular, 
V’ = X - lJ:L: si is connected; and, since 4’ = {s, n s,* n s 1 s E .$> is an 
arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres in the sphere s, n s,* , W = (s n s*) - 
(Uyr,’ SJ is connected. Let d be the dimension of X. For each element t of V’ 
choose an open neighborhood U(t) with t E U(t) C V’, U(t) homeomorphic 
to Rd, and such that: (a) U(t) C V’ MS, if t $ s, ; (b) U(t) C V’ - st if 
t$s,*; and (c) U(t) n s, and U(t) n sf both homeomorphic to closed 
halfspaces in Rd if t E s, n s,*. Suppose p and q are in V. Then p and q are 
in V’, and since V’ is connected, there are elements ti of v’ (0 < i < m) 
with p E U(t,), q E U(t,,J, and u(tiJ n U(tJ # o for 1 < i < m. Since W is 
connected we may assume that no ti is in X - sf, and that if ti and ti+l are 
in s, n s,” then U(tJ n U(t,+l) n s, fi s,* # %. Then (U(ta-J N s,) n 
(U(tJ - s,) is nonempty, for 1 < i < m. Since these subsets U(tJ N s, of V 
are connected, p and q are in the same component of V, and V is connected. 0 
(The set V above can be shown to be homeomorphic to Rd; however, 
we don’t use this here.) 
Let .$ be an arrangement with circuits %. Let the arrangement 6’ = 
{s n p n p* 1 s E .$ - {p, p*)} have circuits %?‘. 
LEMMA. Suppose C E 59”, UC 5, and C = {s n p n p* 1 s E U}. Further- 
more, suppose that ifs and t are in U then s n p n p” and t n p n p* are the 
same sets if and only ifs = 1. Then U, U v (p>, or U v (p*> is in %?. 
0 Since C E V’, (p np*) - (tJScu s) = a’, and U is a minimal set for 
which this holds. If X - (UQEU s) = m, then U E ‘X. Otherwise X - (USEn s) 
is in one of the connected components of X - (p n p*), so that one of 
Uu{p}and Uu{p*}isin%?. 0 
LEMMA. Suppose D E V and p E D. Then if: 
C=(snpnp*JscD-(p}}, 
C is in V’, unless 1 C 1 = 2 and C = C*. 
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C Let U = D -{p>. Since D E 55, we have: 
(a) 3 # X-(USEUs) Cp. 
Since this is an open set, it is contained in the interior of p; i.e., it misses 
p n p*. Then: 
@I (P n P*) - U&S n P np*) = 8. 
If V is a proper subset of U then it is not true that X - (ussV s) Cp, since 
B E V. This open, connected set meets both p and p*, and so must meet 
p n p*. Therefore U is a minimal set for which (b) holds, so the conclusion 
follows. 0 
THEOREM 16. ([, %?, *) is an oriented matroid. 
17 We verify only the third condition of the definition, the others being 
obvious. We preceed by induction on the dimension of X. 
Suppose S and Tare in ‘3?, x E (S n T*), and S # T*. 
First, suppose S n T* contains nothing other than x. Then, if U = 
(S u T) -{x, x*}, we have: 
x-p = (X-&.,(s)) n (xwt.g ~ (t)) .e u * 
C (X -{x*}) n (x - {x}) = i3. 
Therefore, since U n U* = 0, U contains some element of V, as required. 
Now suppose there is in S n T* an element p # x. Let (t’, 97’, *) be the 
oriented matroid corresponding to the arrangement 5’ = {s n p n p* j s E 
E -{p, p*>>. Let: 
and : 
T,,={tnpnp*jtET-{p*}}. 
Let x,, = x n p n p*. Either, say, j SO / = 2, or SO and TO are in the collection 
‘3’. In the first case, there is an element y of 8 such that S = {x, y, p}, so that 
x0* is the set y n p n p*. In this case, letting Wbe the set (T-(x*, p*}) u {y}, 
we see that: 
(pnp*)- U s=(pw*)- U W= ilr, 
SSW SST-{P*} 
and W is a minimal set for which this is true. Then the set W, = {s n p n 
p* 1 s E W} is in V. Then, by the lemma, W, W u (p>, or W u (p*} is in c&, 
and this is the required circuit. Suppose the other case holds. 
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If SO = T,* then there are elements u of S - {x} and u of T - (x*> 
with u # v* and u n p n p* = v* n p n p*. Then either {u, 21, p} E %? 
or {u, u,p*} E %7. 
If SO # T$ then there is C in %” with: 
C C G u To) - {x, , xc, *>. 
By the lemma there is D E V with D C (S u T) N (x, x*}. 17 
Suppose 5 is actually an arrangement of genuine hemispheres of Sd. [ is 
proper if nss( s = o. In this case t determines a subdivision of the sphere, 
a topological cell complex (and may also be viewed as an arrangement. of 
pseudohemispheres). If h is the hull function of the corresponding oriented 
matroid, then the sets A C 5 with h(A) = A correspond to the regions of the 
sphere that may be represented as the intersection of the hemispheres that 
contain them. The maximal such proper subsets of .$ correspond to minimal 
such regions-single points which may be represented as the intersection of 
hemispheres in the arrangement. These points are called the vertices of the 
arrangement. (See Shannon [13].) 
If A is such a maximal, proper subset of 5 with h(A) = A we have seen 
that t - A is a circuit of the dual oriented matroid. Thus vertices of the 
arrangement correspond to circuits of the dual oriented matroid. Similarly, 
cells of the complex determined by the arrangement correspond to sets C 
contained in 5 which may be represented as a union of circuits of the dual 
oriented matroid and such that C n C* = ia. 
Let 0 = (E, %, *) be an oriented matroid and let 6 be the collection of 
circuits of the dual oriented matroid. We call elements of 9? points of 8. 
If S is a union of points of and S n S* = ia, then S is called a cell of 0. 
Let P be the partially ordered set of cells of 0 ordered by inclusion. (P 
includes the empty set.) We will show that there is a topological cell complex 
(X, P, y), where X is a sphere. First, however, we need to develop some other 
results. 
Let A be a subset of E. Let r(A), the rank of A, be the maximum number of 
elements of a subset of R that is independent in the underlying matroid. The 
rank of the oriented matroid is r(E); i.e., it is the rank of the underlying 
matroid. 
THEOREM 17. Let 0 = (E, %?, *) be an oriented matroid of rank 2. Let 
U, S, and T be points of 0 with UC S v T. Then S n T is a subset of U. 
0 SupposepESnT.IfS=TthenUCSsoU=S=T.Wemaysup- 
pose S # T. Then there is a point C contained in (S u T*) -(p, p*}. p* is 
not in S u T, so it is not in U. Ifp is not in U then jj is not in C u 8, contra- 
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dieting the assumption that the underlying matroid has rank 2. Therefore, 
PEU. 0 
For an oriented matroid 9, let G(0) denote the graph whose vertices are 
the points of 0, with U and V adjacent provided V is neither V nor V* and 
V u V contains no points of the oriented matroid other than U and V. Let 
G,(p) denote the subgraph of G(O) spanned by vertices which contain p. 
THEOREM 18. Let 0 = (E, V, *) and let p be in E. Then if the rank of (5 
is at least 2, G(8) and G,(O) are connected graphs. 
c] We proceed by induction on the rank. 
If the rank of 0 is 2 and U and V are points of 8, we must show there is a 
path in G(0) from V to V. We may assume that V # V and V # V*. 
Suppose that V is not adjacent to V. Then there is a point S with S C V u V, 
other than U and V. By Theorem 17, S contains V n I/. Therefore, since 
S cannot contain V, U u S is properly contained in V U V. 
Pick S, so that V u S, has as few elements as possible, with S, C U u V. 
Then, according to the preceding paragraph, there can be no other point 
contained in S, u V, so U is adjacent to S1 . If S1 and V are not adjacent, 
pick S, , a subset of S, u V, similarly. Proceeding in this way, we get a chain 
u, s, , s, 1.*., that must terminate in a point adjacent to V, since at each 
stage / S, u V 1 decreases. This gives a path from U to V in G(0). 
If, in the above, V and V are vertices of G,(O), so that p is in V n V, then 
all the sets Sk will also contain p. Therefore G,(E) is also connected. 
Now suppose oi has rank greater than 2, and that the theorem has been 
verified for oriented matroids of smaller rank. 
Suppose U and V are points. Again we may assume that U # V and 
U # V*. If U and V both miss some element S of E, then V and V are 
connected by a path in G(O) because they are points of the oriented matroid 
derived from Q by contracting at s and s*. 
Otherwise, we may find elements s and t of U N Vand B - U, respectively, 
and a point S with .? C E - {s, f}, since the rank of Q is bigger than 2. Then 
V and S are connected by a path since they both miss {t, t*}, and S and V are 
connected by a path since they miss {s, s*}, and S and V are connected by a 
path since they miss {s, s*}. Therefore G(O) is connected. 
Now suppose U and V are vertices of G,(8). We may again assume 
ii u Y = E. Pick S E U - V and pick i in V - U. Choose S contained in 
E - {S, i). If p E S, we may take S to that p E S. Then there will be paths from 
V to S and from S to V in G,(Q), as required. If p 6 S, then let fi be an element 
of S - V. Since i7 u V = E, 6 E B n S. p E D -S, so there is a point T 
with p E TC (u u s) - {V}. We may choose T so that p E T. There is a path 
from U to T, since they both miss {t, t*}, and there is a path from T to V, 
since they both miss (0, D*}. Therefore G,(Q) is connected. q 
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THEOREM 19. Suppose A u A* u {p, p*} = E, p # A u A*, and h(A u 
{p, p*}) C A u {p, p*>. Then one holds: 
(a) 44) = A u {P, P*); 
or 
(b) h(A u {p}) = A u (p> and h(A u {p*}) = A u {p*}. 
17 Suppose A is not closed; i.e., that A # h(A). Then p or p* is in h(A). 
We may assume that p E h(A). Suppose M is a minimal set with MC A 
and p E h(M). If M is empty then p* is also in h(M), since h( 0) = h( ia)*. 
Suppose q E M. Then p is in h(M), but not in h(M - {q}), so: 
q* E h(M u {p*>) C h(A u (P*>) C A u (P, P*>. 
Therefore, q* E A, M* CA, and p* E h(M*) C h(A). Therefore, h(A) = 
A u {P, P*>. 
We see that either A is closed or (a) holds. If A is closed then, since 
h(A) CA u {p, p*>, both A u {p} and A u {p*} are closed. 0 
COROLLARY. Suppose D is a cell of 0 not containing p or p*. Then if 
D U {p} is a cell of 0, D U {p*} is also a cell of 0. 
0 This is dual to the above theorem. Let A be the set E - (D u {p, p*)). 
The situation in the dual oriented matroid is that of the above theorem. 0 
Before we begin the construction of the complex (X, P, y) we need still 
another notion. 
Let K be a cell of 0 = (E, V, *). Let d(K) = d, where d + 1 is the length of 
the longest chain: 
m = K,,CK,C...CK,+, = K, 
where Ki is a cell, and Ki # K,+1 , for 0 < i < d. If d(K) = d, then K will be 
called a d-cell. The following lemma relates the function d with the rank 
function r of the underlying matroid. 
LEMMA. Let K be a cell. Then d(K) = r(E) - r(E -R) - 1. 
0 Clearly d( 0) = - 1, as required. 
If C and D are cells with C properly contained in D, then the sets E - C 
and E - B are closed in the underlying matroid, and the first properly 
contains the second. 
Suppose r@ - C) > r(E - D) + 2. D-C is a cell of the oriented 
matroid obtained by deleting the set C u C*. Therefore, D - C contains 
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a point P of this oriented matroid. Then if K = C u P, CC KC D, and 
r(E -K) = r(E - C) - 1, so that K is not the same as C or D. 
We will show that K is a cell. Since P is a point of the oriented matroid 
obtained by deleting C u C*, P may be written in the form P = S - 
(C u C*), where S is a point of 0. Pick S so that S n C* has a few elements 
as possible. Suppose x is an element of S n C*. C, being a cell, is a union of 
points. One of these, say T, contains x *. Let y be an element of P. Then 
x~SnT*andy~S- T*. There is a circuit U of the dual oriented matroid 
with ~EUC(SUT)-{X,X*}. Then ~EU-(CuC*)CP, so UN 
(C u C*) = P. But U n C* is a subset of (S n C*) -{x}, contrary to the 
minimality of S n C*. Therefore, S n C* must be empty, and K = S u C 
is a cell of 8. 
From this it follows that if we have the maximal chain of cells: 
then @ -KRi) = r(E -&+,) + 1, for 0 d i < d. Therefore, d(K) = 
r(E)-r(E-Q-1. 0 
In an oriented matroid arising from an arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres, 
d(K) is the dimension of the cell of the complex corresponding to the cell K 
of the oriented matroid. 
Let %? be the set of points of the oriented matroid 0 = (E, %‘, *). Suppose 
p E E, and that deletion of { p, p*} yields an oriented matroid 0, whose rank 
r is the same as that of 0. Let 0, be the oriented matroid obtained by contrac- 
tion of {p, p*}. 
Note that if ‘@1 and e2 are the points of 9, and 0, , then %?I is the collection 
of minimal sets C contained in the set {D - {p, p*} 1 D E @}, and 3, = 
{DE’@/ DCE-{p,p*}}. 
Let P be the partially ordered set whose elements are cells of 0. Let PI and 
Pz be the corresponding partially ordered sets for 9, and 8, . Then: 
PI = WN(P, P*> I KEP), 
and : 
Suppose that there are topological cell complexes (X, PI , q+) and (Y, Pz , &, 
where X is a sphere of dimension d = r - 1, and Y is a sphere of dimension 
d - 1. We will show that there is a cell complex (X, P, v). 
By the corollary to Theorem 19, cells of 0 are of four types: 
(1) Cells D of 0 with p E D (or, p* E D), but for which (D - (p}) u 
(p*} (or, (D N {p*>) u {p>) is not a cell; 
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(2) Cells D of 0 containing neither p nor p*, for which neither 
D u {p} nor D u {p*} are cells; 
(3) Cells D of 0 containing neither p nor p*, for which both D u {p} 
and D u {p*} are cells; 
and 
(4) Cells D of 8 for which there is a cell D’ of type (3) with D = D’ u 
{p} or D = D’ u {p*}. 
We define q on each type of cell in turn. 
If D is of type (1) then D, = D - {p> (or, D, = D N (p*}) is a cell of 9, . 
We define v(D) = ~~(0,). 
If D is of type (2), then D is itself a cell of 0, . We let dD) = vi(D). 
If D is of type (2) and if C is a cell of 0 with C C D, then C is also of type (2). 
Therefore F(C) = vi(C) is contained in the boundary of y(D) = vi(D), 
since (X, PI , q+) is a topological cell complex. 
If D is of type (1) and the cell C is contained in D then C is of type (1) or 
(2), and similar reasoning shows that I&C) is contained in the boundary of 
dD). 
We define y(D) for k-cells of type (3) by induction on k. The empty set is of 
type (2), so we begin by defining v(D) for O-cells-points-of type (3) (if 
there are any). If D is a O-cell of type (3) then D is a l-cell of 0, , by the lemma. 
We define y(D) to be any element of the l-ball ~~(0). Note that yl(D) - q(D) 
has two connected components, each a l-ball. 
Assuming we have completed the definition of 9) on m-cells of type (3) 
with m < k, we proceed as follows. Let D be a k-cell of type (3). Then D is a 
(k + I)-cell of O1 . If D, is any cell of 0 contained properly in D then q(D,) 
has already been defined, and lies in the boundary of F~(D). Furthermore, D 
is a k-cell of 0, , and any cell D, of 0 properly contained in it is a cell of 8, . 
If Q is the partially ordered set consisting of cells D, of 0 properly contained 
in D, then Q is a subset of Pz , and there is a subcomplex (Z, Q, 7) of the 
complex (Y, Pz , q+), where Z is the boundary of vz(D), a (k - 1)-sphere. 
Therefore, the union Z’ of the sets y(D,), for D, E Q, is a (k - I)-sphere. It 
lies in the boundary of the (k + I)-ball yl(D). 
To show that Z’ is the boundary of a ball contained in vi(D), we may use a 
result of Newman [ 181 on “star spheres.” See also Brown [17]. Indeed, 
(Z, Q, T) is a star sphere; that is, if D, is in Q then the partially ordered set 
Q’ of cells in Q containing D, is the partially ordered set of a complex whose 
underlying space is a sphere. To see this, note that the partially ordered set Q’ 
is isomorphic to that of cells properly contained in the cell D - D, of the 
oriented matroid determined from 0 by deleting D, u D$. (The isomorphism 
identifies the cell C of Q’ with the cell C N D, .) It follows from Newman’s 
Theorem 3 that there is a k-ball in ~~(0) whose boundary is Z’ and which 
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cuts ~~(0) into two connected components, each a (k + I)-ball. (Newman’s 
result is stated for simplicial complexes. However, it holds for our complexes 
as well, as can be seen by considering barycentric subdivision.) Let q(D) be 
this k-ball in yl(D). 
Having defined g, on cells of types (l), (2), and (3), we note that the union 
of sets of the form y(U), where U is of type (2) or (3), is a (d - I)-sphere, 
since the sets of this form comprise the partially ordered set P, . 
This (d - 1)-sphere cuts X into two components. By Theorem 18, the cells 
V of type (1) with p E I’ are in one of the components, and those with p* E V 
are in the other. We refer to that component containing cells I’ with p E V 
as the p-component, and to the other as the p*-component. 
Let D be a cell of type (4). Let D, be the corresponding cell of type (3). The 
cell D, is also a cell of 8,) and, as we have seen, yl(D,) N q(D,,) is the union 
of two connected components. One of them is a ball B in the p-component. 
The other is a ball B* in thep*-component. Ifp E D we define v(D) to be B, 
and, otherwise, y(D) = B*. Thus, for any cell D with p E D, y(D) is in the 
p-component. 
We must show that the boundary of v(D) is the union of the sets of the 
form y(C), where C is a cell of 8 and C is properly contained in D. We may 
suppose that p E D. Any point x of the boundary of y(D) is contained in 
q(D,) or is in the boundary of ~~(0,). If it is in the boundary of vl(D,,), then 
it is in a set of the form q+(C,,), where C,, is a cell of Q . 
C, must be of one of the following types: 
(a) C, u (p) (or C, u {p*}) is a cell of type (1); 
(b) C, is a cell of 0 of type (2); 
(c) C,, is a cell of 0 of type (3), and C, u {p} and C, u {p*> are cells of 
U of type (4). 
If (a) holds, then it cannot be the case that C, u (p*} is the cell of 8, for then 
x E ?r(C,) = v(C,, u {p*>); but x is not in the p*-component. Therefore, 
C, u {p} is a cell of 0; C,, u {p} C D, and x E vl(C,,) = v(C, u {p}). 
If (b) holds then x E vl(C,J = v(C,J, and C, C D. 
If (c) holds then: 
94G) = dCcJ u cp(G u IPI) u dG u tp*>1. 
Therefore, since x is not in the p*-component, x is in one of ~(c,,) and 
&C, u {p}); C,, and C, u {p} are both subsets of D, so we have the desired 
conclusion. 
It is clear that v(C) n v(D) = o if C # D, and that the union of sets of 
the form v(C), for C in P, is the same as that of those sets of the form vl(C), 
for C in P, ; i.e., it is X. 
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Therefore (X, P, F) is a topological cell complex. 
With this construction in mind, the remainder of the proof of the following 
theorem will be reasonably simple. 
THEOREM 20. (1) Let 0 = (E, V, *) be an oriented matroid. Let P be 
the set of cells of 0, ordered by inclusion. Then there is a topological cell 
complex (X, P, q~); X is a sphere whose dimension is r - 1, where r is the rank 
of the oriented matroid. 
(2) Let * be an involution of X that takes the set q(D) to the set v(D*), 
for each cell D in P. If q is an element of E let P, be the set of cells of 0 not 
containing q. Let G (q) be the union of the sets F(K), where K is in P, . Let: 
Then f is an arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres. 
(3) Let 9 be the collection of minimal subsets C of 5 with C n C* = ia 
and uSsc s = X. Then, if U contains more than one element, LJ is in V if 
and only if either: 
(a) {u(q) I q E U} is in 9, and e(u) # u(v) zyu and v are distinct elements 
of u; 
or: 
(b) U = {u, v}, where u # v*, but u(u) = o(v)*. 
0 (I) The first part of this theorem may be proven by induction on the 
cardinality of E, for oriented matroids of fixed rank r. The smallest such 
oriented matroid is the one for which I E 1 = 2r and V = m. In this case 
each subset K of E with K n K* = ia is a cell. The required complex may be 
derived in an obvious manner from the boundary of the dual of the r-cube. 
For any larger oriented matroid of rank r, there is an element p of E such that 
the oriented matroid obtained by deletion ofp andp* has the same rank, and 
the construction above may be used to derive the required complex from 
smaller ones. 
(2) Clearly the required homeomorphism * may be found. It will be 
fixed-point free, since if D is a cell, v(D) and y(D*) have empty intersection. 
P, n P,. consists precisely of the cells of 0 that are also cells of the oriented 
matroid obtained by contraction of {q, q*}. If (q} is not a circuit, then the 
closed subcomplex determined by this subset of P is, by part (l), a sphere of 
dimension r - 2, since in this case the rank of this oriented matroid is r - 1. 
This sphere cuts the bigger sphere X into two connected components. One of 
these contains, by Theorem 19, the cells of the complex corresponding to 
elements of P, - P,* , and the other must contain those corresponding to the 
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elements of P,, -P, . Therefore, those corresponding to elements of P, 
form a closed ball. 
If S is a subset of 6 with S = S*, then there is a set S,, C E with S = 
{dq) I q E So>, and with So = SOX . fLs, u(q) consists precisely of the union 
of sets of the form v(K), where K is a cell missing all of SO ; i.e., where K is a 
cell of the oriented matroid obtained from 0 by contracting S, . Therefore, 
n . PESO a(q) 1s a sphere of dimension r, - 1, where Y,, is the rank of this 
contraction. 
It follows that 5 is an arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres. 
(3) Suppose C is a circuit of 0. We must show that UBEC u(q) = X. 
That is, if K is a cell of 0, we must show that y(K) is a subset of u(q), for 
some q in C. To do this we will show that KE P, for some q in C; i.e., that C 
is not contained in K. 
If h is the hull function for 8, then since K is a cell, h(E -K*) = E - K*. 
If C C K, then C C E - K*. Then: 
C*Ch(C)CE-K”. 
By symmetry, C C E N K. Then C, being contained in K and in E - K, is 
empty. This cannot be the case, so C is not contained in K. 
Now suppose V is a subset of E with V n V* = 12(, and that V contains 
no circuit. Let F be a maximal set with: 
(a) V C F; 
(b) FnF*= o; 
and 
(c) F contains no circuit. 
We will show that F is a cell. 
Suppose p E E and neither p nor p* is in F. Then, by the maximality of F, 




Then p E S n T*. If S # T*, there is a circuit contained in the set (S u T) - 
{p, p*}. But this is contained in F, so there can be no such circuit, and Sand T* 
must be the same. Then S = {p}, and T = {p*}. F u F* contains all elements 
of E except those elements p for which {p> is a circuit. 
If q E h(F) N F then there is a circuit contained in F u {q*}; therefore q* 
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is not in F, and (q} is in hp. Therefore, h(F) is the union of F and the elements 
of E which form singleton circuits. That is, h(F) = E wF*. It follows that 
F* is a cell, so F is a cell. 
V C F, so, since it fails to contain y(F), uvGv U(U) # X. 
Therefore, if V n V* = o, then V contains a circuit if and only if 
u DEV a(r) = X. The required conclusion is immediate from this. 0 
COROLLARY. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the 
arrangements of pseudo-hemispheres and the oriented matroids in which each 
circuit has at least three elements. 
0 For such an oriented matroid, (b) of part (3) of the theorem cannot hold, 
and U is in V precisely when {u(q) / q E U} is in 9. Therefore, no two such 
oriented matroids can yield the same arrangement. 0 
This correspondence can be useful in visualizing properties of oriented 
matroids, particularly when the rank is small. If the rank is 3, the corre- 
sponding arrangements are in the 2-sphere, and they determine “arrangements 
of pseudolines” in the projective plane. A good discussion of these has been 
written by Grtinbaum [6]. 
There are “non-stretchable” arrangements of pseudolines. These corre- 
spond to oriented matroids of rank 3 which are not realizable. It is easy to 
find pseudolines in the plane which fail to satisfy, say, the Pappus configura- 
tion, whereas it is impossible to find genuine lines for which the Pappus 
configuration fails. The oriented matroid to which such an arrangement of 
pseudolines corresponds is not realizable. 
One might notice that, in this example, the underlying matroid is not 
realizable. Then, one might conjecture that, given an oriented matroid for 
which the underlying matroid is realizable, the oriented matroid itself will be 
realizable. This is not true. A simple oriented matroid of rank r is one such 
that any set of cardinality r in the underlying matroid is a basis. A simple 
oriented matroid of rank 3 corresponds to an arrangement of pseudolines 
of which any three have empty interesection. Ringel [ll] has exhibited such 
an arrangement which is not realizable. Of course, the underlying matroid of 
the oriented matroid corresponding to this arrangement is realizable. 
Folkman, without the aid of the correspondence we have developed here, 
discovered another example of a simple oriented matroid which is not 
realizable. 
The duality for oriented matroids developed above and the correspondence 
established here between oriented matroids and arrangements of pseudo- 
hemispheres, taken together, yield a correspondence between arrangements of 
2n pseudo-hemispheres on the (r - l)-sphere and arrangements of 2n other 
pseudo-hemispheres on the (n - r - I)-sphere. This may be viewed as 
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an extension of a similar correspondence described by McMullen in [9] for 
arrangements of genuine hyperplanes. (See, also, Shannon [13].) 
This correspondence is also an extension of that intended for “simple 
arrangements of pseudohyperplanes” by Halsey in [7]. One may obtain 
such an arrangement from an arrangement of pseudo-hemispheres by taking 
for the “pseudo-hyperplanes” the sets of the form p n p*, where p is a 
pseudo-hemisphere. Topologically, these pseudohyperplanes are, then, 
spheres. 
We are grateful to J. Edmonds and A. Mandel for a criticism which 
resulted in an improvement of the presentation of the construction which 
precedes Theorem 20. 
V. SIMPLE ORIENTED MATROIDS 
Recall that an oriented matroid (E, g, *) is simple of rank r if 1 E / > r 
and the underlying matroid (E, 5?) has the property that any subset A of i? is 
independent if an only if 1 A 1 < r. Obviously this will be the case if and 
only if each circuit C E V has cardinality r + 1, and each set B C E with 
B = B* and 1 B 1 = 2(r + 1) contains a circuit. 
Our object here is to give an interesting alternative characterization of 
these simple oriented matroids. 
Let h be the hull function for the simple oriented matroid (E, 97, *). If 
c E v, h(C) = h(C)*, so h(C) is a closed set in the underlying matroid. 
Since j h(C)] > r, h(C) = E. It follows that h(C) = E; i.e., ifp $ C then there 
is a circuit D with p* E D C C u {p*}. 
We have seen that if a triple (E, V, *} is a simple oriented matroid of 
rank r, it satisfies: 
(a) ] E / > 2r; if 1 E / > 2r then V # % ; 
(b) IfA~%thenA*EVandAnA*= ,B; 
(c) If A and B are in %? and A C B u B*, then A = B or A = B*. 
(d) IfAE%?thenIAI=r+l; 
(e) If A E %? and p* 4 A then there is an element B of V with p E B C 
A u {PI. 
It will be proven that these conditions characterize the simple oriented 
matroids of rank r. Until this is proven we will call any triple satisfying 
these conditions a positivity system of rank r. 
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LEMMA. Suppose (E, V, *) is a positivity system of rank r where r is 
positive, and suppose p is in E. Let: 
Then (E - 1 p, p*}, g9 , *) is a positivity system of rank r - 1. 
0 If 1 E ) = 2r the assertion is obviously correct. If E has more than 2r 
elements, then %? # ia. If C E % then, applying (e), we find an element D of % 
with DCCu{p,p*) and Dn{p,p*} # m. Then D-{p,p*} is in V,, 
so +Y, f ,@. Therefore (a) is satisfied. 
Suppose A and B are in V, with A C B u B*. Then A u {p}, say, is in %?, 
as is one of B u (p} and B v {p*}. From the fact that A u {p> C B v B* u 
{p, p*} and application of(c) it follows immediately that A = B or A = B*, 
and (c) is satisfied. 
Finally, suppose A E V4, and q* 4 A. We may suppose A u {p} E g. There 
is an element B, of V with q E B,, and B,, C A u {p, q}. If p is in B,, then 
B, -{p> is the element of V, required by (e). If not, then B,, = A u {q). 
There is an element U of V with p* E U C B, u {p*} = A u {p*, q}. If 
q is not in U then U = A u (p*). This cannot be the case, since A u {p] E V. 
Therefore, q E U, and U N {p*} is the required element of %?= . 0 
LEMMA. Suppose S C E, S* = S, and 1 S 1 = 2(r + 1). Then there is a set 
ACSwith AEV. 
IJ We proceed by induction on the rank, the assertion being trivial for 
r = 0. 
Suppose r is positive and that the assertion is valid for smaller values of r. 
Suppose S C E, S* = S, and S has cardinality 2(r + 1). Let p be an element 
of S. Let (E - {p, p*}, V, , *) be as in the preceding lemma. By the inductive 
assumption there is a set CC S -(p, p*} with C in V, . Then C u (p> or 
C u (p*> is an element of V contained in S, as required. c] 
Note that, from the preceding lemma, it follows that if the positivity 
system (E, %7, *) is an oriented matroid, then its rank is r. 
LEMMA. Suppose S and T are in V, {p} = S - T*, and S u T has exactly 
r + 3 elements. Then (S u T) -(p, p*} is in V. 
0 We proceed by induction on r. The situation cannot arise for r = 0. 
If r = 1 then S = {x, p> and T = {y, p*> for some elements x and y of 
EN(p,p*},withx#yandx#y *. Since {p, y} E %? and x* $ {p, y}, there 
is a circuit C such that x E C C {p, y, x}. C # (p, y> since {p*, y} E g. 
Therefore C = {x, y} E %, as required. 
Suppose r = 2, so that S = (x, y, p> and T = (w, y, p*>. Since w* $ S, 
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there is a circuit C with w E CC S u (w). Suppose C f- {MI, x, y>. Then 
C = {w, x, p}, since {M’, y, p} is contained in T u T*. Since x* # T there is an 
elementDofVwithx~DCTU{x).IfD#{u’,x,y}thenD={w,p*,x~. 
We cannot have both C = {w, p, x> and D = {w, p*, x}. Therefore, either 
C or D is {w, x, y}, which must then be in 5~7. 
Now suppose r is bigger than 2 and the result has been established for 
positivity systems of rank r - 1. Then j S n T 1 = r - 1 > 2. Let x and y be 
in S n T, with x # y. Let: 
0, = (E - ix, x*1, g, 7 *> 
and: 
0, = (E -{y, y*>, e, 7 *)a 
S-(x) and T-(x} are in V,; S-(y) and Tw(y} are in V,. Each of 
these pairs satisfies our assumption, so, since the ranks of 9, and 0, are each 
r - 1 < r, there is an element C of %$ and an element D of V, with C = 
(S u T) - {p, p*, x} and D = (S u T) -{p, p*, y>. Utilizing (c), we see 
that it must be the case that C u {x} = D u {y} is in V, as required. 0 
Let 0 = (E, 9?, *) be a positivity system of rank r. Let X be a subset of E. 
Let H(U, X) be the graph whose vertices are the elements C of g with C C X, 
with two vertices A and B adjacent provided A n B* = o and j A u B 1 = 
r+2.IfAandBareadjacentthen/A-B/=IB-A[=l. 
LEMMA. Suppose XC E and that X is the union of elements of %T, but may 
not be represented in the form S u S*, where S E %. Then H(0, X) is connected. 
0 Suppose this fails. Pick 0 and X with j E 1 as small as possible with 
H(0, X) not connected. Let A and B be vertices in different components. 
We may assume A # B*. 
Let a be in A - (B u B*). Let C be such that a E C C B u {a}. Then B and 
C are adjacent, so A and C are in different components of H(0, X). 
Let U=A N (a> and V = C N (a}. Then U and V are vertices of 
H(Q’, X - {a, a*}), where 0’ is the positivity system (B -{a, a*}, V, , *). 
Let U = W, , W, ,..., W, = V be a path from U to V in H(o’, X N {a, a*}). 
Let ai E {a, a*} be such that Ws U {ai} E V, for 0 < i < m. If ai = a for 
0 < i < m, then W, u {a}, W, u (a},..., W,,, u {a} is a path from A to C in 
H(0, X). Such a path does not exist, so a, = a* for some i. Let i be the least 
positive integer with ai = a*, and let j be the largest with aj = a*. Then the 
sets Wiel u Wi and Wj u Wi+l are in V by the preceding lemma. Then 
Wiwl u Wi is in the same component of H(0, X) as A, while Wj u Wj+l is in 
that of C. Therefore they are in different components. 
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Ifw’={CEg[CCE-{(a,a*}}then: 
0” = (E -(a, a*}, w, *) 
is obviously a positivity system, and H(O”, X - {a, a*}) is a connected sub- 
graph of H(G’, X). But W,-l U Wi and Wj u Wj+l are both in this subgraph. 
This contradicts our assumption, so H(0, X) is connected. 0 
THEOREM 21. 0 = (E, V, *) is a simple oriented matroid of rank r. 
0 We have left to show that if S and T are in V with p E S n T* and 
S # T*, then there is an element C of g with CC (S u T) - {p, p*}. Let 
X = S u T. Then H(0, X) is connected, so there is a path from S to T in 
H(0, X). The first element on this path not containingp is what is required. q 
VI. ORIENTED MATROIDS AND LINEAR PROGRAMMING 
Here we are interested in establishing Rockafellar’s Theorem 7 in [12], 
which may be viewed as a thorem concerning realizable oriented matroids, 
in the setting of oriented matroids. We will make use of some of his termi- 
nology here. 
Let E = {el , e2 ,..., e,}, and, let: 
E = (e,+, e,-, es+ ,..., eN-}. 
E has an obvious involution *. The real-valued functions on E form a vector 
space RN. Let K be a linear subspace of RN, and let X-L be its orthogonal 
complement. If XE RN, then its support S is the set of ei’s in E on which X 
is non-zero. Its signedsupport may be viewed in an obvious way as a subset T 
ofE,withTnT*= % andT=S. 
If XE K then the signed support S of X is called a signed support of K. 
If S contains no other non-empty signed support of K, and if S # %, then 
S is an elementary signed support. If g is the set of elementary signed supports 
of K then it follows easily, as in the proof of Theorem 1, that (E, V, *) is an 
oriented matroid. If @ is the set of elementary signed supports of K-L then 
(E, V, *) and (E, @, *) are dual. This is equivalent to Rockafellar’s 
Theorem 4. 
Theorems 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of Rockafellar’s paper may be viewed as state- 
ments about oriented matroids, or about dual pairs of oriented matroids. 
Indeed, Bland has viewed them in this way in [l], and he has proven all but 
Theorem 7 in this setting. 
Before we proceed to the proof, we need the following lemmas. 
s82b/42-9 
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LEMMA. Suppose (E, 97, *) is an oriented matroid with hull function h. 
Suppose q E E, A C E, and p E h(A n {q}) - h(A). Then there is a set S C A 
with p E h(S u {q}) andp $ h(A u S*). 
0 We proceed by induction on 1 A I. For 1 A 1 = 0 the result holds, with 
S = o. Suppose that A # ec and that the result holds for smaller sets. 
If for each x in A, p +k h((A -{xl) u (q}), then A u {q, p*} is itself an 
element of 97. Then p $ h(A u A*) since A u A* u {p*} can contain no 
circuit. Therefore the lemma holds, with S = A. 
We may suppose that there is an element x of A withp E h((A - {x}) u (9)). 
There is a set S C A - {x> with: 
(4 P 4 W - {x>) u S*); 
and 
(b> P E h(S u {ql). 
If x E h((A - {x]) u S*) then we have the desired result, since then 
p .$ h(A u S*), so we may assume this is not the case. 
Suppose p E h((A - {x}) u S* u {x*}). Then if also p E h(A u S*), 
p E h((A N {x}) u S*), contrary to (a). S is again the set required. We may 
assume: 
P $ h((A - W) u S* u {x*1). 
Thenp is in h((A - {x}) u {x, x*, q}), butp is not in h((A -{x>) u {x, x*}). 
Contracting at {x, x*}, we see that there is a set T C A - {x} with: 
(4 P E: W u 14, x, x*>); 
and 
(d) p $ h(A u T* u {x*}). 
If x* E A then, since either p E h(T u {q, x}) or p E h(T u {q, x*}), one of 
T u {x} and T u {x*} is the set required. If x* $ A, we will show that 
p E h(T u {q, x}), so that T u {x} is the set we require. 
Since (b) holds there is a circuit C with: 
p*ECCSu{p*, q}. 
Since (c) holds, there is a circuit D with: 
p* ED C Tu {p*, q, x, x*>. 
We need only show that x* # D. 
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Suppose x* E D. Since S C A N {xl, neither x nor x* is in C. x E D* N C, 
and p E D* n C*, so there is a circuit U with: 
XEUC(D*UC)-{p,p*). 
If q E U, then: 
q* E U* C (A - {x}) u S* u (q, q*, x*}, 
so q E h((A - {x}) u S* u {x*}). Then, since S C A N {x} and p E h(S u {q)), 
p E h((A N(X)) U S* U {x*}) contrary to our assumption. If q* E U, then: 
and q E h(A u T*). Then, by (c), we have: 
p E h(Tu {q, x, x*}) C h(A u T* u {x*}), 
contradicting (d). Therefore q* $ U. Then: 
x* E U* C (A - {xl) u S* u {x*}, 
so x E h((A - {x}) u S*), contrary to our assumption. x* $ D. q 
LEMMA. Suppose (E, W, *) and (E, %?, *) are dual, with hull functions h and 
14. Suppose: 
E = A u A* u {P, P*, q, q*l, 
where the three sets are pair-wise disjoint. Furthermore, suppose that p E 
h(A u {q, q*)), and q E h(A u {p, p*}). Then there are disjoint subsets B and 
C of A with p E h(B u {q, q*}) and q E h(C u {p, p*>). 
0 Suppose p E h(A u {q*}) and q E h(A u {p*}). Pick minimal subsets B 
and C of A with p E h(B u {q*}) and q E &C u {p*}). If a E B then a* E 
h(B u {p*, q*}). Then a $ h(C* u {p, q}), since C* u {p, q} C E - 
(B u {a, p*, q*}); so a* 6 h(C u {p*, q*}), and a 4 C. Therefore, B n C = o, 
as required. 
Now we may suppose that, say, p $ h(A u {q*}), so p E h(A u {q}) - h(A). 
By the preceding lemma, there is a set S C A with p E h(S u {q}) and p 4 
h(A u S*). p $ h(A u S*), so since S C A and p E h(S u {q}), q $ h(A u S*). 
Therefore: 
q* E h(E - (A u S* u {q, q*})) = @(A* N S*) u {p, p*}). 
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Then 4 E K((A -S) v {p, p*}). Letting B = S and C = A -S, we have the 
required conclusion. 0 
Finally, we have Rockafellar’s theorem. 
WriteE=PuP*,wherePvP*= @.IfSCEandx~E,wesayxis 
contained positively (negatively) in S if there is an element p of P (P*) with 
x = jx 
Let 0 = (E, %?, *) and 6 = (E, 2?, *) be dual, with hull functions h and A. 
THEOREM 22. Let one of the elements of E be painted black and one grey. 
Let each of the remaining elements be painted white, green, or red. Then one of 
the following alternatives holds, but not both: 
(a) There exists a circuit C of 0 containing the black element positively 
and no red elements, and a circuit D of 6 containing the grey element positively 
and no green elements, such that no white element belongs negatively to C or D; 
(b) There exists a circuit of 0 containing the grey element and otherwise 
only green or white elements, with the grey and white elements contained 
positively; or there exists a circuit of 6 containing the black element and 
otherwise only red and white elements, with the black and white elements 
contained positively; or both. 
Furthermore, if (a) holds then C and D may be chosen so that they have no 
white elements in common. 
0 Let p be the black element and 4 be the grey element, where p, q E P. -- 
Let W, G, and R be such that W = W*, G = G*, and R = R*, with W, G, 
and R being the white, green, and red sets. Then E is the disjoint union of 
W, G, R, and the set {p, p*, q, q*}. 
(b) is obviously equivalent to: 
(b’) q*Eh(Gu(WnP)),orp*ch(Ru(WnP)),orboth. 
(b’) fails if and only if q* $ h(G u ( W n P)) and p* $ h(R u (W n P)); 
that is, if and only if: 
(a? q E &R ” W n p*) u {P, P*>) 
and 
P E h(G u ( W n P*) u (9, q*$). 
But this is equivalent to (a). 
It remains to be shown that if (a) holds then the sets C and D of (a) can be 
chosensothatCnDn W= ia. 
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Let 8’ be the oriented matroid derived from 0 by contracting G and deleting 
R. Let g be its hull function. Let 6 be the dual hull function. Then: 
and: 
g(A) = h(G u A) - (G u R), 
&A) = h(R u A) - (G u R). 
Then, by (a’>, P E d(W n P*) u (4, q*H, and q E d((W n f’*) u (P, P*)). 
By the lemma there are disjoint subsets U and V of (W n P*) with p E 
g(u u -h, q*l% and q E WU {P, P*>). Then P E h(G u U u (4, q*l), and 
q E h(R U VU {p, p*}). There is a circuit C* of 0 with: 
p* E C* C G u U u {q, q”, p*>, 
and a circuit D* of d with: 
q*sD*CRu Vu{p,p*,q*}. 
Then C and D are the circuits needed, and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 0 
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